
Smashing Silos in Philanthropy: 

The Benefits of Multi-Issue 

Advocacy and Organizing

•Please be sure to call into the teleconference line (1-650-479-3208)  
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•Please be sure to call into the teleconference line (1-650-479-3208)  

by phone

•Click “Yes” if prompted to join the Integrated Voice Conference



•@NCRP     @domesticworkers @TWI_2022

•#Notosilos and #NCRPchat

Let’s Connect

•facebook.com/NCRPcommunity

•facebook.com/nationaldomesticworkersalliance
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Chat With Us

•Q&A
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•kginn@ncrp.org

•Technical issues?

•Recording and slides will be sent out



Presenters
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Defining Terms
• Advocacy

– Promoting a cause, idea or policy to 
influence people’s opinions or actions on 
matters of public policy or concern

– Examples: issue identification, lobbying – Examples: issue identification, lobbying 
efforts, litigation, grassroots mobilization

• Community Organizing
– A form of leadership that enables a 

constituency to form an organization that 
gathers resources necessary to create the 
power to create change
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Defining Terms

• Civic Engagement
– Activities that engage ordinary people in 

civic life

– Examples: community organizing and 
voter registration
Examples: community organizing and 
voter registration

• Social Capital
– Social networks that evolve among people 

who have shared purpose, norms and 
values and lead to enhanced cooperation 
among different communities in society
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Strategic Philanthropy’s            

Learning Curve
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• A clear understanding of one’s goals requires an 
understanding of who will benefit and how.

• A commitment to evidence-based strategy 
acknowledges the imperative of influencing 
public policy by funding advocacy, community 
acknowledges the imperative of influencing 
public policy by funding advocacy, community 
organizing, civic engagement and other related 
activities. 

• Setting and keeping a justice-driven strategy on 
course requires the input of those who stand to 
gain or lose the most from grantmaking: the 
grantees and the communities they serve.
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The Problem of Silos
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What is Multi-Issue 

Advocacy Advocacy 

and Organizing?
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1. A single-issue grantmaker funds a nonprofit seemingly working 

outside of its program areas.

2. A grantmaker funds advocacy and organizing groups that work 

on multiple issues.

3. A grantmaker supports a coalition of nonprofits working in 

various areas.various areas.

4. A grantmaker, perhaps collaborating with other funders, focuses 

explicitly on a program area that cuts across traditional and 

popular issues of philanthropic concern.

5. A grantmaker supports an advocacy and organizing 

infrastructure group. 12



Philanthropy Under-Invests in 

Social Justice—In or Out of Issue Silos
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200 people attended the 'Communities United for Police Reform' press conference and rally today. It was 

cold, it was rainy, and people were cramped, but still they showed up and showed out. Over 25 

organization's sent a clear message to city hall, "We want NYPD reform.“ Photo courtesy of New York Civil 

Liberties Union. 



InterValley Project
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Photo courtesy of InterValley Project



PICO and the State Children’s 

Health Insurance Program (S-CHIP)
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SCHIP signing. Photo courtesy of PICO National Network.



Democracy Initiative
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The Sierra Club join hundreds of people on a march from Olvera Street to City Hall. Protestors demanded action on climate change from 

President Obama and the rejection of the 1700 mile Keystone XL pipeline.



Barr Fellows Program
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TWI is an independent foundation that 
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TWI is an independent foundation that 

invests in the power of relationships, 

constructive dialogue and the connections 

they generate to trigger problem solving 

and creative approaches required to 

achieve our vision of a healthy, peaceful, 

equitable and sustainable world.



Four Overlapping Principles

• The importance of listening

• The importance of relationship building

• The importance of collaboration• The importance of collaboration

• The importance of taking time over time
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Photo by hin255, http://www.freedigitalphotos.net



Funder Recommendations 

• Begin With Your Values

• Diversify Your Portfolio

• Nurture The Grassroots, Including Service 

Providers

• Provide General Operating and Multi-Year 

Support
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Funder Recommendations 

• Add Multi-Issue Work Grants To Your 

Portfolio While Continuing To Fund Within 

Your Preferred Issue FociYour Preferred Issue Foci

• Lead By Example: model the collaboration 

you fund and hope to see

• Grantees as True Partners
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Question and Answer
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New from NCRP

• Winthrop Rockefeller Assessment Report

– http://www.ncrp.org/paib

• Part II of Smashing Silos

– Fall 2014
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Thank you!

• Email your ideas for future webinars to 

kginn@ncrp.org

• Please fill out our survey
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